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2Overview
• Trends in society at large
• Trends in education
• The flexibility-and-affordability challenge
• The constructivist challenge
• Concluding remarks
Trends in education
4• Learning does not equal ‘downloading’ 
received truths, it means:
• in interaction with your environment and 
other intelligent actors
• to organise, reorganise and expand what 
you already know and are capable of.
• What you learn thus depends on who you 
are.
Social-constructivism
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Trends in society at 
large
7• ever more people become knowledge 
workers 
• increasingly people need to learn 
throughout their lives
• focus shifts from knowledge acquisition to 
the acquisition of  complex skills
• the ability to be a self-directed learner is 
one of those
More flexible education
8Affordable education
• For initial education, less public funding in 
terms of percentage of gnp, in terms of 
money per student
• For life long learning, never was a public task
• Complication for life long learning: 
contracted time to earn return on 
investment
The constructivist 
challenge
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• How do you facilitate social-constructivist 
learning?
• Answer: by using Mind Tools
The challenge
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Kinds of mind tools
• Jonassen (1998) classification:
• semantic organisation tools  (mind 
mapping, hypermedia, wiki)
• dynamic modelling tools (emulation)
• microworlds (simulation)
• information interpretation tools (search)
• conversation tools (chat, email)
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Wiki - what it is?
• webpages that may be edited collaboratively
• prime example: http:/no.wikipedia.org
• supports collaborative work
• is totally ‘democratic’ - the users rule
• thus helps establish community of learning
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Wiki - prerequisites
• skills: learn editing conventions
• infrastructure: access to a wiki server 
(public, private) - many open source 
solutions for all platforms
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Example application
• Virtual company, 
• a simulated company in which
• teams of students
• work on authentic assignments
• to further their competencies
The challenge to be 
flexible yet affordable
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• How do you create more flexible yet 
affordable education? 
• Answer: by working with learning objects.
The challenge
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Learning objects
• Think of Lego, reusable hence  cheap
• Flexibly reusable, hence adapatable to needs
• Both flexibly reusable content and didactic 
scenarios
• Facilitated by Learning Technology standards
• LOM, CP, LD, QTI
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Blog - what is it?
• privately published diary of log
• may be syndicated (RSS): people subscribe 
via newsreaders (push technology)
• trackback mechanism establishes  community 
of practice  
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Blog - prerequisites
• Skills: simple word processing, know how to 
operate blog client software
• Infrastructure
• client, generates site’s html, css, etc.
• some use a server and a database, only 
needed for advanced applications 
• Easier than setting up LCMS, LMS, VLE
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Example application
• Blogging of learning objects
• Simple, low threshold publication 
mechanism
• (Latest development: blog on a wiki server)
Concluding remarks
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• should have a low-adoption threshold (in 
terms of  required skills and infrastructures)
• should not disrupt the current management 
structures too much (‘teacher stays in 
charge’)
• should work flawlessly
Technology that works
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Dissemination
• a viable innovation diffusions strategy
• gives room for experimentation at the 
grassroots level
• facilitates what is valuable and what hasn’t 
been picked up
• and thus combines a bottom-up with a top-
down approach
Thank you for your 
attention!
